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In ~he pz~e:~ent-day sciemtii’ic world picture the pz.oblems of

id~utity between being ~d bhought are bound ap with the analy-

sis of applicability limite o~" adequate m~ans for theo~.etical re-

production ~f the development processes.

Materials for such ~ anal~si:.~ are u~aine~ ~i~’ou~h scicntist~=

associations, ’~hich disDiay their inberest in o~e oz. ~notner me-

bhod of synthesisin6 scientific ]~owledge valid at a definite

stage for universal usage. This :night be said referring

general methods :suc.~ as sb~metry ~d as~m-~etry or or~.er ~d dis-

order.

In the p~.esent-day world picture is eviden~ that s~;mmetry is

order. It is also evident that it does net exist in perfect hypo-

s9asis, only as an ideal construction, hence, the natural a~ser-

tion that the asj, ummetry exist as ~ a])se~ce of s~m::~etrg, as a de-

viation from symmetry. This deviation c~ be at random, <~;ith pro-

babilities near to nought ~d this case it is n~ar~r to disorder,

but it can be characterized through repetition, through a

nezis reproduction in different s~.uctures and the~ it appears as

complex e}~pression of order, o2 a more l~ve! order.

Thus, ~here is a devia~o~% ~rom symetry as disorder and a

deviation from symetry as order, as a more complex order.

Obviously, as we have a go over from a ti~eory of hard de-
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terminism and absolute rationalism to a determinism and ratio-

nalism, in the same way the relation between symmetry and asym-

metry became more complex, by discovering a more complex symme-

try b~ind deviations from symmetry. This is, for example, the

case of the conservation of combined parity.

The problem of symmetry and asymmetry can be related with

the unity of space-time structures in which we can also unity

between symmetry and asymmetry.

The symmetry as remarkable expression~of structures con-

stance conservation, of qualitative stability, or as a constance

of repetition, the symmetry - as an introduction of qualitative

differentiation through a lack of stability, and then through

reordering and reconstructions.

There aremany examples for it. It i~’~ry~allograRh~~

differences in the optic properties appear, the living systems

having the capacity of ~n asymmetric diversification, that re-

ceive the most subtle forms in the case of the human brain and

etc.

From a general philosophic point of view, it is possible

to assert, that the asymmetry gives higher chances to qualita-

tive diversification and to ~complexification of Systems than the

symmetry. Th~at the asymmetry is not only a factor of diversifi-

cation at random, but also a factor of order diversification, as

a repetition of new.structures stabilization.

Therefore we come to discuss the relation between symmetry

and asymmetry, pointingout some characteristics of the unity

between symmetry and asymmetry,~ in the case of the fundamental

senses of the becoming entr~pic and neg-entropic.
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’2he ey~mmetry demonstrate the idea o±’ equilibrating the
IJn-i_verse forces~ the asymmetr~ - to the idea -~hat every equili-
u.rtm~ can be disturbed. ~luch mo~e, ~he c~ea~ed disturbance con-
tains no-b only the older %races of equilibration but also the
chance of a nev~~ equilibration. ~he disturb~ce appears in pre-
~yonde~en~ pro{]ressive and in preponderen~ involutive ones, that
c~,n mlter~ate or coexist.

Represent in this case~ bhe unity between s~araetry ~d
asy~hnetry offers ~ ~oLner face of the being complemen$arity
submitted to the correlation between older ~ (iisorder, stabi-
lity ~d variability, ~i-by and differentiation.

In the present-day scientific v;orld picture the asymmetry
has a more important role than the symmetry.

;£he researches into thermodyn~aics of nonequilibri~ proce-
sses instijated the pru~ress in cumpz’ehension of a new paradigm~
for ~i~ey afforded an opportunity ~o consider dissipa-Oive struc-
tures (Pri~o~ine i.~<.), phase transitions in laser generabion
(}I.ilake~), aatotvavos pl~ocessJs in active media (Beloussov B.~.~
Zhabotinsky ~{.~.), bistabiliby structures of a-b~.igger type ~d
o~hers as ael~’-or~aizinj systems v~ibh disorder into order con-
ve2si o11.

’i’he adoption of ~hc t{~neral px.inqiple of subordination was
~ i[aporbant stase of the descx’iption of such patterns as self-
orjanization ~:~’hich has no re/’~x’ence to any taken specific form
of bhe motion of i~atte~_., but :,hich ~anifests itself in ever$r case
~,henovex. oppox"[;unity o.i’z’ers ~ecessary combination of internal and
extsrnal con<:.itions. The auove mentioned sabordination principle
bein.j a:~s-~:~ed as the basic~ it is possible 9o eliminate a larg9
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number of variables in complex systems and thereby to reduce

the task to the solution of small numOer of variables, ~hich

represent the parameters of the order.
~ last aspect of our abstrac~s.

The temporal sy~uetry refsrs -co the big cycles inrepeti-

tion, to the supposed eternal circuit of matter, to the succes-

sion of progressive and re~ressive phases, of evolution and in-

volution. The temporal asy~metry refers to the variety in which

the two big sense of universal becoming are achieved: the sense

of the disorder increase and sense of order increase.

The symmetry leads to the idea of unity, stability and

closing. The asymmetry - to the idea of difference, variability,

opening.

Conclusion. Both the symmetry and the asymmetry are im-

plied in the explanation of the being capacity of self-organi-

sation and also in the explanation of its capacity of self-dis-

organization that to pass from superior order to an inferior

one, from order to disorder.
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